Abstract: Over the past decades, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have been a core networking technology to provide drivers and passengers with safety and convenience. As a new emerging technology, the vehicular cloud computing (VCC) can provide cloud services for various data-intensive applications in VANETs, such as multimedia streaming. However, the vehicle mobility and intermittent connectivity present challenges to the large-scale data dissemination with underlying computing and networking architecture. In this paper, we will explore the service scheduling of virtual RSUs for diverse request demands in the dynamic traffic flow in vehicular cloud environment. Specifically, we formulate the RSU allocation problem as maximum service capacity with multiple-source and multiple-destination, and propose a bidirectional RSU allocation strategy. In addition, we formulate the content replication in distributed RSUs as the minimum replication set coverage problem in a two-layer mapping model, and analyze the solutions in different scenarios. Numerical results further prove the superiority of our proposed solution, as well as the scalability to various traffic condition variations.
Introduction
Large-scale data dissemination, e.g., multimedia streaming applications, has become one of the major tasks of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [1] . Much effort is required to deal with some issues in vehicular environments, such as the fast changing topology, the shortened intermittent connectivity, the unique set of applications, and the harsh propagation conditions [2] [3] [4] . Such distinguishing features demand the design of new networking solutions [5, 6] .
As an extension of mobile cloud computing, vehicular cloud computing (VCC) is introduced as a new paradigm, which aims to make an efficient use of resources available in vehicles, such as computing, sensing, and communication to provide useful services [7, 8] . Unlike the traditional Internet cloud, which is created and maintained by a cloud provider, the vehicle cloud is temporarily created by interconnecting resources available in the vehicles and roadside units (RSUs). The location-based and time-dependent vehicular applications could potentially benefit from the in-network and decentralized data caching and replication mechanisms [9] [10] [11] . A resource-constrained RSU, joining the cloud as a front-edge node, can be a good candidate for the service of content delivery. Given the RSUs as the edge nodes along the road, these distributed nodes can constitute a fog computing environment, which can connect the dynamic traffic flow with a remote cloud to facilitate the content delivery in urban areas.
Due to the intermittent connection, content delivery in VCC is particularly susceptible to the time-varying traffic condition, as well as the diverse request demand [12] . In order to improve the efficiency for real-world implementation, we have to consider a dynamic scenario in which the traffic condition and request demand cannot be predicted for the next time slot. It is different from the static scenario, in which all the statistics can be known in advance and the global optimization can be achieved. In the dynamic environment, the adaptive solutions have to be implemented according to the current conditions for the services in the following time slots. To deal with this problem, infrastructure based networks hold a significant advantage: access points allow optimal scheduling of network resources distribution in a relatively simple manner, at the cost of RSU deployment throughout the intended coverage area [13] [14] [15] [16] . Consequently, the efficiency of content delivery strategy is largely influenced by the provisioning location and the replication content of these distributed RSUs.
In this paper, we consider a cloud-based architecture, in which the virtual RSUs (denoted as RSUs for short in the following paper) can act as the front edge nodes of the cloud platform. We will consider the RSU-level cooperation in the dynamic environment, which refers to not only the traffic condition but also the request demand distributions. Specifically, we will explore the service efficiency among multiple RSUs along a road segment with bidirectional vehicle traffic flow. To deal with the vehicle traffic variation, we present a bidirectional allocation algorithm to select the bottleneck with time-varying link capacity. In addition, we further present a two-layer model and explore the replication strategy in a timely manner to update the content replication for the request demand diversity. The contributions of this paper are listed as follows:
1.
First, we present a system design for the content deivery service in the urban area, including the RSU allocation and cache replication. The system structure is explored to organize comprehensive factors and analyze the potential connections between them. 2.
Second, as we have known, this is the first paper to explore the RSU allocation in a road segment with bidirectional traffic flows. In addition, we extend our analysis about the cache replication from a single road segment scenario to an urban area scenario. 3.
Third, the proposed solutions are designed to accommodate the time-varying traffic conditions and request demands. These strategies can also be deployed in the distributed road segments or RSUs for scalable implementation.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. The related works are presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the system structure and our adaptive virtual RSU scheduling strategy design. In Section 4, the service capacity with multiple sources and multiple destinations is investigated, and a bidirectional RSU allocation strategy is developed to increase the link capacity along the road. In Section 5, we present a two-layer model for content replication, and analyze the solutions in a special case scenario and general case scenario, respectively. The numerical results are presented in Section 6 to evaluate the performance under different strategies. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper and discusses potential future directions. the traffic flow, and can be considered as static scenarios in which the traffic condition is independent in different time slots. Even though some previous works analyze the single-direction traffic flow, they assume a simplified scenario in which the vehicles will pass by the regions in a sequence, neglecting the impact of traffic flow in the opposite direction. Recently, some works have presented the bidirectional traffic model to analyze the efficiency of vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications in VANET. For example, Liu et al. studied the message delivery delay in VANETs with the impact factors of message delivery distance and density of vehicles based on the bidirectional traffic model in [17] . According to the driving directions and relative positions of vehicles, Wang et al. designed a time slot division policy to assign the vehicle clusters with specific slots in [18] . In [19] , an inter-vehicle ad hoc routing metric based on the density and velocities of vehicles was proposed, and the clusters in opposite directions were used as a bridge to reduce the message propagation delay. Lee et al. also analyzed the data delivery delay on a bidirectional road segment with carry-and-forward vehicle communications [20] . Nevertheless, these works mentioned above only investigate the influence of bidirectional traffic on the V2V communications with the assumption that the RSUs are allocated at the ends of a road segment. None of previous research has explored the RSU allocation under the bidirectional traffic flows, which make the problem more complicated. Intuitively, the RSUs should be allocated in the regions with highest vehicle density for a larger coverage. However, it is not the case for the bidirectional traffic flow scenario, in which the region with high traffic density may experience transmission bottleneck in either direction. Therefore, we are motivated to present a comprehensive model for the bidirectional traffic flow and analyze the solutions for the RSU allocation problem.
As to the cache replication, it refers to replica allocation in the fixed RSUs with limited capacity according to various request demands. For example, in Ref. [21] , a novel cache invalidation algorithm was proposed to take advantage of the underlying location management scheme to reduce the number of broadcast operations and corresponding query delay. Ding et al. [22] proposed an optimal, a sub-optimal, and a greedy strategy for RSU content replication to minimize the average request delay. However, none of these works have taken into account both the RSU allocation and request popularity during the content replication. In addition, Wang et al. [23] proposed a globally optimal online EV charging strategy, which not only improves energy utilization of the whole system but also prevents charging stations from overloading, which may cause a voltage drop in the power distribution system. In [24] , a publish-subscribe based event notification framework was proposed to deliver events to vehicles that subscribe to them within the validity periods of both the subscriptions and the events. Nevertheless, none of these strategies considers the content replication in the dynamically provisioned RSUs with limited storage capacity under diverse request demands. Here, we will present a system design for the RSU service in the urban area, and explore the service efficiency under the impact of comprehensive factors after the RSU allocation.
Leveraging mobile cloud paradigms, VCC has been proposed recently to change the way of network service provisioning in VANETs. Many works use underutilized vehicle resources to form a cloud by aggregating vehicular computing resources. For example, a distributed D-hop cluster formation algorithm was presented to dynamically form vehicle clouds for efficient data delivery in [25] . Feteiha et al. [26] proposed a precoded cooperative transmission technique to extract the underlying rich multipath-Doppler-spatial diversity, which is a relay selection scheme for available relaying vehicles. Kim et al. [27] further presented a prefetch based strategy from remote cloud to RSUs for efficient data dissemination in VCC. Different from previous works, we will explore service provisioning in VCC under the impact of a macro view of traffic conditions and request demand variation.
System Structure Overview
We consider a vehicular cloud computing architecture in Figure 1 , which includes vehicles in dynamic traffic flow, virtual RSUs distributed in urban areas, and a cloud platform to support on a large scale. Initially, the traffic flow map in urban areas can be achieved through the distributed traffic monitoring or a third party Internet map service provider. With the traffic flow map, the virtual RSU scheduling can be implemented by cloud platform for a large scale content delivery coverage. The RSUs cache the file items that can be downloaded by the vehicles nearby. There are a large set of files in total, which are all stored in the cloud platform as backups. Meanwhile, the RSU storage capacity is limited, and cache items need to be updated according to the replication strategy. Each RSU receives the requests from the traffic flow in its coverage area, and feeds back the request demand according to its local replication. From the viewpoint of a specific vehicle, its request demand can be fulfilled by the RSUs passing by; otherwise, it will resort to the support of cloud platform or vehicle-to-vehicle communications. The RSU scheduling strategy includes RSU allocation and cache replication. Specifically, the RSU allocation determines where to allocate the RSUs, and the content replication determines what to cache in these allocated RSUs. RSU Allocation. Given the traffic flow map, RSU allocation will select an RSU distribution to balance the system cost and performance. As we assume a virtual RSU based on network function virtualization (NFV) technology, the RSU can be started or terminated dynamically according to the time-varying traffic flows. Intuitively, provisioning more RSUs would bring higher service coverage, and also leads to higher system cost. Through V2V and V2I communications in VANETs, the RSUs are allocated to facilitate the content delivery under the cost constraints. In other words, given a limited number of RSUs, we need to find an appropriate RSU placement to improve the connectivity of the whole system. Cache Replication. After the RSUs are allocated, the cache replication strategy refers to the file item management in the local storage of RSUs. As the RSUs usually have limited storage capacity, the content replication needs to be updated according to the various request demands of vehicles passing by. Naively caching the most popular item content can hardly guarantee the efficiency of the whole system, as the RSUs are usually allocated along the road and accessed by the passing-by vehicles in sequence. Therefore, we need to consider both the request demand and RSU distribution, and explore the service scheduling strategy among the neighboring RSUs.
Cloud Platform Traffic Flow Map
We present the details of the RSU scheduling strategy design procedures in Figure 2 , including the RSU allocation and cache replication. Initially, we consider the dynamic environment with time-varying traffic conditions and various request demands. According to the traffic conditions, the RSU allocation strategy is designed to improve the service capacity with a limited number of RSUs. According to the RSU distribution and the popularity of the request demand, the cache replication is designed to improve the service efficiency with storage capacity constraint.
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RSU Allocation
As the traffic condition is relatively independent for each region, the global traffic flow can be divided into different road segments. In this section, we will illustrate the RSU allocation in a road segment with bidirectional traffic flow.
Communication in Bidirectional Traffic Flow
In Figure 3 , we consider a road segment with the eastbound flow V e ∈ V and the westbound flow V w ∈ V. These flows are independent from each other, in terms of vehicle density and traffic conditions. The road segment can be divided into l different regions. Suppose that we have k RSUs and l k RSUs for content allocation. We suppose that vehicle density in region i ∈ {1, ..., l} can be represented as d e (i) for eastbound flow and d w (i) for westbound flow.
Generally, we consider three types of data communications: (1) Vehicle communications in the same direction represent the inter-vehicle communications with one hop or multiple hops along the traffic flow of same direction. The communication time is determined by the relative speed of vehicles, which can be assumed to be stable for each specific region. Here, we can denote τ e s (i) and τ w s (i) as the communication time for the eastbound flow and the westbound flow in region i; (2) Vehicle communications in the opposite direction represent the inter-vehicle communications between vehicles driving in the opposite direction. We denote τ o (i) as the relative communication time for the opposite traffic flow in region i. Usually, we have τ o τ s , as the relative speed of vehicles in the opposite direction is much less than that in the same direction; (3) Vehicle-to-RSU communications represent the data communications between the RSU and the vehicles passing by. Denote τ e r (i) and τ w r (i) as the vehicle-to-RSU communication time in region i for the eastbound traffic and the westbound traffic. Rather than the relative speed in the previous two types of communications, the vehicle-to-RSU communication is determined by the absolute vehicle speed, as the allocated RSUs are static. Obviously, we have the relationship between τ r and τ o as follows:
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Service Capacity with Multiple Sources and Multiple Destinations
Given the three types of data communications and the vehicle density, we can have a directed graph G with edge capacities u(e) ∈ R + and e ∈ E(G) as the estimated communication connectivity between neighbor regions. Each region includes bidirectional traffic flows for content dissemination. There are especially two specific regions as s (i.e., the region allocated with RSUs as the source node) and χ (i.e., the region as the destination node). Our main motivation is to improve the communication capacity from s to χ. Within the quadruple (G, u, s, χ), we can have a definition as follows: Definition 1. Given a digraph G with capacities u(e), a flow is a function f (e) ∈ R + with f (e) ≤ u(e) for all e ∈ E(G). The excess of a flow f at v ∈ V(G) is
Now, given a network (G, u, s, χ), an s-χ-flow is a flow f from source node s to destination node χ, and we can define the value of an s-
Definition 2. Given the definition of an s-χ-flow for χ ∈ X, we can further define a flow set as F(S, X) with a value |F(S, X)| = min{ex f (χ) | χ ∈ X and s ∈ S}.
Accordingly, we can formulate the problem as follows:
Max. |F(S, X)|,
In this problem, we are motivated to increase the service connectivity of the destination region set (i.e., X) with a limited number of RSUs allocated as the source nodes (i.e., S).
Proof. (a): Since the flow conservation rule holds for v ∈ Q\{s},
(b): this follows from (a) according 0 ≤ f (e) ≤ u(e) for every edge e ∈ E(G).
Here, we can consider Q as a group of relay regions between the source RSUs and the destinations. The value of a maximum flow can not exceed the link capacity between the neighbor RSUs allocated.
RSU Allocation Strategy for Bidirectional Link Capacity
In this section, we will present our RSU allocation strategy design for the service capacity in the bidirectional traffic flow. The traditional Max-Flow-Min-Cut problem with single-source and single-destination can be solved with a polynomial-time algorithm. For example, the Edmonds-Karp algorithm, push-relabel algorithm, and relabel-to-front algorithm are proposed to calculate the maximal flow. The Store-Wagner algorithm is usually utilized to calculate the minimal cut.
As the urban traffic can be divided into multiple road segments, we can simplify the problem for each road segment, and analyze the relationship between the distributed RSUs and link capacity between them. Given a road segment with bidirectional traffic flow in Figure 3 , we can construct an abstract ladder graph in Figure 4 , including the bidirectional traffic flows of eastbound link and westbound link in each region. In Figure 4 , the road segment can be divided into seven regions, as A, B, ..., and G, respectively. The set of regions with eastbound traffic can be denoted as V e (G) = {A e , B e , ..., G e }, and the set of regions with west bound traffic can be denoted as V w (G) = {A w , B w , ..., G w } accordingly. The link capacity (e.g., |ÃG|) is determined by the communication connectivity of passing-by regions. The communication connectivity in each region can be inferred from the communication time and vehicle density for V2V communication in the same direction, V2V communication in the opposite direction, and V2I communication. For node v ∈ V(G), we denote f + (v) as the joining flow capacity, which presents the connectivity between the source node and node v. For example, we can have f + (C e ) = min{ f + (B e ), |B e C e |} + min{ f + (C w ), |C w C e |}. In addition, we can denote V + (v) as the node regions before v along the traffic direction, and V − (v) as the node regions after v in the following traffic direction. For example, V + (D e ) denotes the node regions {A, B, C}, and V − (D e ) denotes the node regions {E, F, G}. In order to allocate RSUs {1, ..., k}, we present the bidirectional allocation algorithm for RSUs in Algorithm 1.
As the connectivity bottleneck in the upstream will reduce the whole link capacity, the main idea in Algorithm 1 is to arrange the connectivity bottleneck in the downstream of the communication link through RSU allocation. The details of implementation issues will be illustrated through an example in Figure 4 . Given a bidirectional traffic flow, the RSUs are allocated in region A and G. In the link AG, there exist four connectivity bottleneck nodes denoted as black nodes with
We are motivated to maximize the link capacity |ÃG| through RSU allocation. Initially, the set of regions B, C, D, E, F are available for RSU allocation. In step 1 , f + (C e ) is selected as the link bottleneck, and the link is updated asCG; in step 2 , f + (F w ) is selected as the link bottleneck, and the link is updated asĈF; in step 3 , f + (E w ) is selected as the link bottleneck, and the link is updated asĈE; in step 4 , f + (D e ) is selected as the link bottleneck, and the link is updated asCD. Finally, as f + (D e ) < f + (C w ), the RSU is allocated in region D. As a result,ÃG can be divided intõ AD andDG with increasing link capacity |Ḋ w A w | and |D e G e |, respectively. Allocate the RSU k in region S k .
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Cache Replication
After the RSUs are allocated, the cache replication should be updated for the various request demands of the traffic flow. In this section, we will present the two-layer model and explore the replication strategy in a special case scenario and a general case scenario.
Two-Layer Mapping
We will present the system model and problem formulation for RSU content replication in VANETs. Without loss of generality, we assume that the set of RSUs with uniform capacity are distributed all over the urban areas. All the file items are of unit size, and each RSU can replicate items at most. Therefore, we have a mapping between the replicas and scattered RSUs, which can be denoted as a replication layer mapping. Furthermore, considering the content delivery, we can denote the joint time period for each moving vehicle to download its requested item passing by neighbor RSUs. We also assume that the connection between any vehicle and RSU is uniform in the coverage area, and the bandwidth capacity of RSUs is usually not considered as the constraint in VANETs according to previous research [16, 22] . Therefore, the number of vehicles that can be served by a single RSU can be assumed to be unlimited, as these connections are transient for the moving traffic flow. Although there can be overlapped coverage areas between neighbor RSUs, we consider that the vehicles always connect to the nearest RSU. Generally, a vehicle needs to complete the content transmission through several RSUs passing by that are replicated the same content item. Therefore, we can further have a transmission layer mapping between the RSUs and vehicles.
A two-layer mapping model is presented in Figure 5 . The replication layer mapping indicates the content replication among different RSUs. The transmission layer mapping indicates the service connection between the vehicles and their passing-by RSUs. Given the two-layer mapping graph in Figure 5 , we can consider the RSUs as the middle level connecting the replica nodes and the vehicle nodes. We can formulate the problem as a minimum replication vehicle cover problem, in which the request demand of vehicles should be supported with limited number of RSUs. This problem can be formulated in details as follows. We denote the set of replicas as R = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r m }, the set of RSUs as S = {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k }, and the set of vehicles as V = {v 1 , v 2 , ..., v n }. Our object is to find a replication layer mapping f 1 = {1, ..., m} → {1, ..., k} and a transmission layer mapping f 2 = {1, ..., k} → {1, ..., n} with i: f 1 (i)=j r i ≤ c for all j ∈ {1, ..., k} and j: f 2 (j)=l s j ≥ σ for all l ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} such that k is minimum. In the minimum replication vehicle cover problem, i: f 1 (i)=j r i ≤ c for all j ∈ {1, ..., k} represents the replication capacity limitation in the replication layer, and j: f 2 (j)=l s j ≥ σ guarantees the service time for all the vehicles in the transmission layer. This problem can be correlated to the conventional minimum weight vertex cover problem, which has been well known as the NP problem. 
Online Implementation
In this section, we will present the online solution for practical implementations, which can be considered in a special case scenario and a general case scenario, respectively.
A Special Case Scenario
In the special case scenario, all of the vehicles can visit every RSU in sequence. In other words, we can redirect the request demand of a vehicle to an arbitrary RSU when it passes by the coverage area. Even though it is a special case, it also can be prevalent in the real world, especially the highway, in which the vehicles can drive a long distance and RSUs can be allocated along the road. Therefore, if we do not consider the delay constraint, in this special case scenario, our problem can be transmitted into a minimum weight set cover problem, in which the storage capacity can be considered as the weight of each RSU. As we assume that all the RSUs are with equal storage capacity like previous works [13, 14] , the weight of the set can refer to the number of RSUs in our formulated problem. Accordingly, we can present an adaptive greedy replication (AGR) for a special case scenario in Figure 6 .
As we assume that the traffic flow would pass all the RSUs in a sequence along the road, the popularity distribution of replication content in cloud servers can be recorded in advance. The popularity list can be achieved for each replica, and the replicas can be migrated among the RSUs in a sequence. In the adaptive greedy replication strategy, the replica with the highest popularity in the current situation would be allocated in the RSU until the storage capacity is full. After each round of replication, the corresponding request demand of the vehicles can be served by this RSU when they pass by. This procedure is implemented at each RSU in a sequence until all of the request demands of the traffic flow are satisfied. Therefore, the replicas with high popularity would be allocated at the head of the RSU sequence, and the ones with low popularity are allocated at the end of the RSU sequence. During practical implementation, the replicas in the sequence of RSUs can be migrated adaptively to adjust with time-varying request demands. According to the request demands, the adaptive greedy replication strategy can start a new RSU or terminate an old RSU at the tail of the sequence. In other words, our proposed greedy algorithm is straightforward enough to allocate the most popular replicas in priority, and adaptively redirect the request demands towards these RSUs to maximize the service time.
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Migrate the replicas among RSUs in a sequence Proof. Let (R, S, V) be an instance with {s 1 , s 2 , ..., s k } as the solution found by the adaptive greedy solution, where η i is the set chosen in the i-th iteration. For j = 0, ..., k, let W j = j i=1 η i . For each replica e, let j(e) = min{j ∈ {1, ..., k}|e ∈ R j } be the iteration where replica e is covered, and y(e) be the popularity. Given an RSU allocation S and k = max{j(e)|e ∈ S}, we can have
where ε i = |S W i−1 |. As ε i = |S| ≤ λ, we can have We can see that the greedy algorithm can achieve an optimal solution if y(e) is constant for every e ∈ U (i.e., the popularity is equal for every replica). In addition, the adaptive greedy strategy is efficient especially when there are a great number of replicas or RSUs to be matched.
However, there are also some limitations for the proposed adaptive greedy algorithm to be implemented in the large scale urban areas. First, we have to know the popularity of each replica to maintain the popularity list. Second, the proposed adaptive greedy strategy is dependent on the assumption that all the vehicles can request the RSUs in a sequence along the road. Actually, the traffic-in and traffic-out in the road will both change the mapping relationship between the RSUs and vehicles in the transmission layer. Third, the centralized solution would bring extra overhead to frequently update the popularity among different coverage areas. Above all, we need to further consider the general case scenario especially under the dynamic traffic flow in the next section.
A General Case Scenario
In order to deal with a general case scenario with dynamic traffic flow in global urban areas, we present a distributed online scheduling strategy for a general case scenario in Figure 7 , in which the vehicle may enter or leave the road at anytime and anywhere as a traffic-in or traffic-out. Each RSU can monitor the traffic flow and request demand in its local coverage areas, and the statistic information is only shared among neighbor RSUs for cooperation. Accordingly, the distributed online scheduling strategy includes a request scheduling mechanism for the transmission layer mapping, and a replication scheduling mechanism for the replication layer mapping, respectively.
Replication Layer Mapping. The replication scheduling mechanism refers to determining the mapping relationship between the RSU and replication content. Given a road segment, the RSUs are allocated in sequence along the road, and the vehicles can pass by the coverage areas of these RSUs in order. Thus, for every RSU at any time, the traffic flow under its coverage areas consists of either the vehicles from previous RSUs, or the newly joint vehicles in this distance. Without the global popularity of each replica, the replication scheduling mechanism can be designed according to the local popularity prediction, which is influenced by the statistics of vehicles from previous neighbor RSUs and newly joint vehicles. We can have a comprehensive consideration of the replication scheduling with the estimation of the two factors as follows:
where P k (t + 1) and P k−1 (t) represent popularity distribution of RSU k at time t + 1 and popularity distribution of RSU k − 1 at time t, respectively. Furthermore, we have P k−1 (t) as the popularity distribution of newly joint vehicles in the distance between the RSU k − 1 and RSU k. In addition, we denote 0 ≤ σ k−1 (t) ≤ 1 as the popularity distribution influence of the previous neighbor RSU. Larger σ k−1 (t) indicates a lesser fraction of traffic flow, which leaves the road after passing by previous RSUs. Generally, we consider σ k−1 (t) as a time-varying coefficiency according to the dynamic traffic flow.
Transmission Layer Mapping. The request scheduling mechanism refers to determining the mapping relationship between the RSUs and moving vehicles. Ideally, each vehicle can request its demand from the passing-by RSUs with requested content replication. Nevertheless, for each RSU, there usually exists a connection limitation to serve the request demands in its coverage area at the same time. Then, the number of connections can be a bottleneck for the transmission between the RSUs and vehicles. Generally, we utilize the request scheduling to arrange these subsequent request demands as follows: (1) New Requester First: the RSUs will serve the newly-joint vehicles in priority; (2) Old Requester First: the RSUs will serve the vehicles who drive a long distance in priority; (3) First-in First-out: the RSUs will serve the requester in a regular order.
Whenever a vehicle joins the traffic flow of a road, it will send a request demand to the coherent RSU. After receiving these requests, the RSU will update its local replication and complete the request scheduling. Accordingly, we can consider the practical issues of online implementation from the vehicle side and RSU side, respectively. From the viewpoint of vehicles, the passing-by RSU will be recorded in a sequence of labels. For example, <r1, s1, t1> and < r1, s2, t2> represent the fact that this vehicle sends a request to RSU s1 and s2 at time t1 and t2 for replica r1. From the viewpoint of RSUs, the labels will be received online with the request demand, and the statistics of the dynamic traffic flow can be reflected from these labels. Correspondingly, the replication scheduling and request scheduling will be implemented at the RSUs in a distributed manner. 
Performance Evaluation
Our proposed adaptive RSU scheduling solution will be evaluated with other RSU distribution strategies through numerical results. We will present the simulation environment with time-varying bidirectional traffic flows, as well as various request demands. Generally, we have two types of simulation environments as a region-level simulation for an urban area, and a vehicle-level simulation for a road segment.
Region-Level Simulation Environment
In the region-level simulation environment, we consider an urban area that can be divided into 100 different regions. In each region, we assume that the bidirectional traffic flows are independent from each other, and follow a poison distribution with λ e for the eastbound traffic flow and λ w for the westbound traffic flow. Thus, we can have a group of parameters as {λ e 1 , λ e 2 , ..., λ e 100 } for the eastbound traffic flow and {λ w 1 , λ w 2 , ..., λ w 100 } for the westbound traffic flow, which demonstrate the vehicle density for each area. Furthermore, we assume that the parameters {λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ 100 } follow a normal distribution with expectation µ and variance σ. As the variance σ increases, the vehicle density tend to be non-uniformly distributed among different areas. By default, we can set the coverage ratio in each area as 0.005 for V2V communications and 0.5 for V2I communications. The details of the parameter configuration are presented in Table 1 .
Furthermore, we assume 1000 different content replicas with Zipf distribution to simulate the various request demands. The popularity (or request rate) of the i-th replica is η
The value of parameter s is usually in the range of 0.271 ≤ s ≤ 1, according to previous application services. Here, we can consider different skewness to simulate popularity distribution of replicas. We present the popularity distribution of the top-30 replicas with different parameter s setup in Figure 8 . Without loss of generality, each RSU has a uniform storage capacity for content replication. 
RSU Allocation
In this section, we will evaluate our proposed solution with other RSU allocation strategies in the simulation environment. We consider the Top-K strategy (i.e., the RSUs are allocated in the most density areas.) and uniform distribution strategy (i.e., the RSUs are allocated along the road segment with uniform distance.) as the benchmark strategies for comparison.
Impact of RSU Numbers
To analyze the impact of RSU distribution, we evaluate these strategies with RSU numbers m = 10, m = 20, and m = 40, respectively. As to the vehicle density, we assume that the number of vehicles in each region {λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ 100 } follows the normal distribution with σ = 10 and expectation µ from 100 to 300. The relative connectivity is used as the performance metric to compare the three strategies. In Figure 9a , we can see that the difference among these strategies is minor with a few number of RSUs. As the number of RSUs grows, the performance gap is increased. In Figure 9c , the number of RSU is m = 40, and the performance our proposed bidirectional allocation strategy is much better than the other two strategies, especially with the low vehicle density. Generally, the Top-K strategy has a better performance compared with the uniform distribution strategy, as the Top-K strategy always allocates the RSUs in the regions with the highest vehicle density. Nevertheless, the performance difference is reduced as the number of RSUs keeps growing. We can conjecture that there would be more opportunity for vehicle-to-vehicle communication when the region has a higher vehicle density. Therefore, our Top-K strategy can hardly improve the global connectivity through naively allocating the RSUs in the regions with highest vehicle density. 
Impact of Traffic Condition
To analyze the impact of vehicle distribution, we will compare the connectivity of these strategies under the vehicle distribution variation. Here, we have the number of vehicle expectation µ = 100 with variance σ from 0 to 30 in Figure 10 . When σ = 0, the traffic flow is uniformly distributed among all the regions. In this situation, the performance gap among RSU allocation strategies is minor. As the variance increases to σ = 10 and σ = 15, we can see that both our proposed strategy and Top-K strategy have greatly improved connectivity, and our proposed strategy obviously has better performance. Meanwhile, the performance of the uniform distribution strategy deteriorates as the variation increases. Furthermore, as the variance continues to increase at σ = 20 and σ = 30, the connectivity begins to converge in this period, and the performance gain between our proposed strategy and Top-K strategy is minor. We can conjecture that when the traffic density is low and uniform, both our proposed bidirectional allocation strategy and Top-K strategy would make similar decisions to allocate the RSUs in the region with higher vehicle density. 
Cache Replication
In this section, we will evaluate our proposed solution with other cache replication strategies in the simulation environment. We consider the Top-K strategy (i.e., the RSUs are replicated with the most popular k replicas.), and the uniform distribution strategy (i.e., the replicas are replicated with equality possibility.) for comparison.
Special Case Scenario
In this section, we will evaluate the system performance in a special case scenario, in which the popularity distribution of content replica can be known in advance, and the request demand can be redirected to any RSU if possible. Accordingly, we can have the number of minimal RSUs deployed in the optimal solution as the benchmark, and compute the relevance of other three strategies in Figure 11 . When s = 0.2, we can have a uniform distribution with an almost equal popularity for each replica. In this case, the proposed adaptive greedy strategy and uniform distribution can have an approximate optimal solution. This is because each replica may have similar request demands. Meanwhile, the Top-K solution has to deploy more RSUs for the coverage of the whole service, as only the most popular content is replicated and the popularity difference is minor. As the skewness becomes higher, we can see that the Top-K strategy will have a better performance and the uniform distribution strategy will have a worse performance. On the other hand, our proposed adaptive-greedy strategy can have a close-to-optimal performance, and can be scalable to the change of request popularity skewness. 
General Case Scenario
In this section, we will evaluate the system performance for a general case scenario, in which the vehicles can join or leave the system anytime and anywhere, and the request demand can only be redirected to the passing-by RSUs under the connection capacity limitations. We consider that the number of vehicles to join or leave between every pair of RSUs follows a Poisson distribution at each time slot. The online strategy including replication scheduling and request scheduling is implemented to deal with the time-varying traffic flow. Specifically, we consider three types of mechanisms (i.e., First-in First-out, Old Requester First, and New Requester First, respectively) in request scheduling. We compare the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a completed request with different numbers of passing-by RSUs under these mechanisms in Figure 12 . Generally, all three of these mechanisms would have an increasing CDF as the number of passing-by RSUs grows. Compared with First-in First-out and New Requester First mechanism, Old Requester First has a fast CDF increase with a limited number of RSUs, as the vehicles passing-by previous RSUs would be served in priority. Nevertheless, the CDF increase of Old Requester First becomes slow as the number of passing-by RSUs keeps growing. On the contrary, New Requester First would have a slow CDF increase initially, and a fast increase can be observed with an increasing number of RSUs. As New Requester First serves the newly joint vehicles in priority, it is suitable for more RSUs allocated. During the real-world implementation, these request scheduling strategies can be flexibly adjusted according to the RSU distribution and traffic condition. 
Vehicle-Level Online Implementation
In this section, we will present the vehicle-level simulation to evaluate our proposed adaptive bidirectional scheduling strategy (ABS for short). Given a specific road segment, we assume that the number of vehicles entering the road segment follows a Poisson distribution with parameter λ. When the vehicles are driving along the road, they can have V2I communications with RSUs or V2V communications with other vehicles in 6 Mbps bandwidth and 400 m communication range. We also assume that the total number of replicas is 10,000, and the file size of each replica is 200 m on average. The storage capacity of each RSU is 10T, which means that a single RSU can replicate 500 different replicas approximately. In addition, the storage capacity of each vehicle is 1T, which means a single vehicle can replicate five different replicas in a carry-and-forward manner. The experiment configuration is listed in Table 2 . To evaluate the performance, we use a cellular based strategy as the benchmark, in which the vehicles will resort to the long-range communications through a cellular network. In addition, we have some other strategies for comparison. PROPHET is a prediction based solution for intermittently connected networks [28] . The V2X based approach is a comprehensive solution with V2V and V2I communications to reduce the time delay [29] . DBC is a density-based multilevel clustering algorithm to formulate stable and long living clusters for VANETs [30] . CMCS is a connectivity-oriented maximum coverage RSU deployment scheme, which aims to maximize V2I communication performance in urban areas [14] . HE is a heuristic solution with greedy algorithm for the highway scenario [15] . In the vehicle-level simulation environment, we compare the cost saving and time delay in Table 3 . Specifically, the cost savings refer to the content delivery through V2I or V2V rather than cellular communications. These strategies are implemented in a two-hour simulation for the performance on average and worst case. PROPHET and DBC are implemented with multi-hop data dissemination in VANETs environment. Without the support of RSUs, we can see that PROPHET and DBC have a lower performance on cost savings and time delay than RSU-based solutions. Specifically, our proposed strategy has higher cost savings than V2X, while V2X can reduce time delay more efficiently. We can conjecture the reason that our proposed ABS is designed to improve the global RSU resources utilization efficiency, and V2X is designed to reduce time delay with the combination of V2I and V2V communications. In addition, CMCS and HE can have 60.3% and 55.2% with RSU deployment. Both of them assume the highway scenario in which all the vehicle traffic follows in the same direction, without considering the V2V communications in bidirectional traffic flows. Obviously, our proposed solution with highest cost savings is more V2V friendly, in spite of a long time delay to balance the content allocation priority. 
Conclusions
With the prevalence of autonomous vehicle technology, the distributed RSUs can play a more significant role in the modern city environment. They are not only responsible for message broadcasts, but also can facilitate data dissemination for the large file size content. The efficiency of data dissemination in VANETs' environment will be influenced by the content replication among these distributed infrastructure resources.
In this paper, we considered a cloud-based architecture, in which the virtual RSUs can act as the front edge nodes of the cloud platform. The RSU-level cooperation was analyzed in the dynamic environment including both the traffic conditions and request demand distribution. With the exploration of bidirectional vehicle traffic flow, a bidirectional allocation algorithm was presented to allocate the RSUs among different regions with time-varying link capacity. In addition, we formulated content replication in distributed RSUs as the minimum replication set coverage problem in a two-layer mapping model, and analyzed the solutions in different scenarios. Numerical results further proved the superiority of our proposed solution, as well as the scalability to traffic condition variations.
In order to analyze the service efficiency under diverse traffic conditions, we assume that each type of data communication corresponds to the vehicle velocities in the same or opposite directions, and the link connectivity in each region refers to the data communications and local vehicle density. This simplified model can provide a straightforward view to analyze the impact of traffic conditions in an urban area. On the other hand, it sacrifices the details of the interrupt connections in VANETs. In our future work, we will further explore the RSU allocation and content replication under the impact of the characters in the wireless communications (i.e., the long-range V2I communications and the short-range V2V communications).
